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Abstract
Wireless networks are prone to packet loss making it strenuous to differentiate if data leakage is due to the physical nature of wireless
networks or from malicious packet loss.All previous experiments were made on utilizing nodes which are part of network to monitor
packet loss , a method deployed in passive detection.Due to high levels of interference the likelihood of classifying malicious packet loss
from wireless induced packet loss is less probable.In this paper using certain transmission parameters like traffic intensity ,node density
and transmission evidence we perform forensic analysis. By using an analytical framework we compute the transmission evidence.We
validate our analytical framework via both simulation and wireless test-beds.The analytical framework is then used as a basis for a
protocol within a forensic analyser to assess the cause of packet loss and determining the likelihood of forwarding misbehaviours.
Keywords: Forensic analysis,malicious intent,transmisssion evidence,packet loss

1. Introduction
Wireless networks are applicable in various important area such as
disaster recovery.Packet forwarding is the integral part of the
wireless networks.Various studies regarding the packet loss are
performed in which malicious routers do not allow in packet
transmission. The characteristic of the wireless networks is such
that it is very strenuous to differentiate packet loss due to the
inherent nature of the wireless networks from the packetloss due to
the malicious intruders.Forensic analysis helps us in evaluating
packetloss,but the existing systems fail to differentiate the
packetloss due to the induced effect from the packetloss due to the
malicious intent.Generally existing system evaluate packetloss
using nodes part of network.However we cannot deploy nodes at
huge scale,which it requires to monitor the malicious drops.Since
we cannot deploy many nodes the likelihood of detecting
malicious drops become difficult. In this project ,we evaluate what
is the likelihood of detecting malicious drops using physical
parameters such as the traffic per unit volume and network per unit
volume.We evaluate how to differentiate malicious drops from
inducedloss.
In regard with the above requirements we construct an analytical
framework which uses physical parameters of the network as the
input.This provides us with the evidence regarding the
transmission.This is
called “Transmission evidence”.It is also called as TE.The
analytical network is the basis of forensic analyser.
1)
Transmission
evidence
depends
on
node
availability,packet size,bit rate,network traffic and is checked end
to end and on the linkbasis.
2)
Analysis using framework viaboth the simulation and
real environment.We perform extensive simulation using both
analytical framework and also using test bed.

3)
Forensic analysis:Our analyser computes the likelihood
of transmitter and receiver disregarding packets.It takes as input
a)network parameters and b)logs on the network.It then yields
whether the transmitter or receiver as disregarded thepacket.
4) Scope of the work:Our analytical framework performs
coarse grained analysis and extensive analysis.Coarse grained
method of analysis uses only static method.Only single packet is
considered.While performing extensive analysis a wide range of
network parameters and dynamic method.This method of analysis
is heterogeneous.More advanced method could be employed in
the future to minimize the variation from the actualvalue
5) Likelihood of detection:The more the drops of the attacker
the more we can conclude that the malicious intent is involved
and the more the likelihood of detection.

2. Related Work
Related literature on forensics of the network and the characteristic
of the packet loss in wireless networks isstudied.
A previous work on wireless monitoring at the mechanism and
system design , a scheme to identify nodes which are malicious
and behave abnormally with packet forwarding along a multi hop
path. Another model deals with design and implement flux; flux
automates forensics and identiﬁes trafﬁc vulnerabilities and
network threats.
Some of the previous papers provide metric for calculating the
packet loss but do not identify the packet loss due to wireless
networks.Other papers calculate the packet loss using the collision
detection,interference and fading techniques.None of the above
methods differentiate packet loss due to the malicious intent. The
paper which is close to this paper is J.ning ,but it uses coarse
grained technique where a static method is used ,but we consider
both static method and dynamic method where a heterogeneous
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method is used instead of homogeneous method ,a wide range of
network parameters are considered.

3. Framework for Analysis
A framework is developed such that it calculates the transmission
evidence.We consider that the sender and the receiver do deny the
packets.We are applying the forensic analyser in the framework
Collection of evidence:
(i)The sender stores the evidence in the form of acknowledgement
packets.
(ii)The receiver also stores the packets and is locally verified.
(iii)A node is also deployed additionally and it acts as the
evidence aware node.
(iv)The overhead due to the evidence collection is neglected.
(v)Overhead due to the digital verification is analysed and is
negligible.
(vi)Overhead due to the acknowledgement packets is also
negligible.

Retransmission of data:Retransmission depends whether the
previous data packets are transmitted successfully or not.The
success of the previous data transmission determines whether the
packet is to be transmitted or not.

If there are i transmissions then the If the limit is nr

Transmission evidence at the path level:Path level transmission
evidence is the witness related form the start to the end.We
consider the PTE is independent for different paths or hops ,but it
is not independent.Here the effects are negligible.Our experiments
deems it acceptable.PTE means that all the hop level transmission
evidence is considered and is denoted by

Selection of Bit-rate:Variation of bit rates leads to variation in the
transmission evidence.It depends on the fluctuations due to the
distance and fading.We cannot obtain different distribution rates
for different rates.We just a select a random bit rate.But we can
incorporate all the bit rates in the analysis section.We can also
analyse various distribution obtained due to this.The Path
transmission evidence availability depends on the hop level
transmission evidence availability.

Evidence source 1: Transmitter gets the acknowledgement
packet from receiver
Evidence source 2:The Receiver has a evidence which is stored.

4. Calculating the Availability:
Here the commonly used network parameters are considered such
as the traffic,packers per unit volume of the nodes.
The signal power from sender to receiver is given by
The SINR model:SINR model is Signal to interference and Noise
and is given by

Evidence source 3:This is another extra node which is deployed
and acts as a witness
Instead of using the Media access control to a specific scheme ,we
use the interference scheme.
Node distribution is uniform.
We compute TE availability using the parameters of the
transmitter and receiver,we also consider interference ,fading and
the equation is given by
HTE AVAILABILITY:
Here we assume that the witness is not dependent
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The model depends on both the traffic per unit volume and media
access control.If the fading is due to the time division Multiple
access model then the interference is low,if it is based on the
ALOHA model then the interference is high.
If we are to consider the uniform node it is given by
(1……….N)

the results are obtained quickly.But if we use heterogeneous
analysis
then so many parameters
have
to
be
considered.Heterogeneous analysis is quick and may provide
accurate results where as the homogeneous approach provides
inaccurateresults.

6. Calculations
(13)
We consider both simulation and the experimental setup.We also
examine the Transmission evidence availability on various
scenarios.We also consider the false denial of the sender and the
receiver using simulation.

5. Forensic Analytic Framework
The analytic framework is used along with the forensic
analyser.Utilizing the framework we compute the probabilities of
obtaining transmission evidence offline using the physical
parameters.We then compare these values with what is actually
performed on the network ,we also consider about the sender and
receiver denying in the false manner.If the packet loss is due to the
malicious packet then the value will be slightly exaggerated from
the offline computed value.The more intent the aggressor hasthe
more the likelihood of variation from the projected values to the
actual value.
Analysis using forensic analyser:The forensic analysis is
performed based on the two evidences:(i) the offline computed
probabilities (ii)The witness evidence collected practically.
The below diagram explains the forensic analyser.

Analysing misbehaviours:We consider all the nodes from the
start to the end.We consider both the sender and receiver denying
falsely.

Experimental setup and simulation:We use the Network
simulator .We observe that the nodes transmission takes place in
the chaos manner,here we consider the average of all the nodes
and we consider only selected
(14)
transmissions.The minimal portion of the calculated using all the
transmission.
(15)

(16)
Overall Model:In this model we consider all the evidences with
respect to the physical parameters are true and there may be some
misbehaviours in the sender and receiver transmitting packets.
Enumeration:Since there are many hops Transmission evidence
may actually vary in addition to the false behaviours of the sender
and the receiver,so it may be differ from the actual work.If we use
the single packet then

Bit rate and the length of the packet:For a bit-rate that remains
constant ,we need very minimal packet length,minimal packet
length leads to higher transmission evidence availability.If the bit
rate varies the transmission evidence obtained is erroneous.If the
packet length is maximum then the transmission evidence again
becomes erroneous.
Volume of the traffic:We can vary the traffic.If the traffic is high
then the transmission evidence decreases,if the traffic is low then
the transmission evidence increases.
Limit for the retransmit:If the retransmission increases then the
transmission evidence decreases.If the retransmission decreases
then the transmission evidence increases.
PTE evidence:We consider for various traffic,bit length and hop
counts the PTE availability.Generally if the packet length is
minimum then the Path level TE availability is high,if the packet
length is maximum then the Path level TE
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availability decreases.If the hop count maximises then the PTE
minimises.If the hop count minimises then the Packet length
maximises.
HTE:The Hop level transmission evidence varies according to the
bit rate,transmission rate and traffic rate,generally if any of these
parameters are high then the then the transmission evidence
decreases.
Assessment:By analysing both the experimental setup and the
simulation we can get fairly good idea of the transmission
evidence,we consider various parameters like network
traffic,packet length,fading.This will definitely aid the probability
of finding the malicious intent.

Analysis using TE:We consider the various possibilities of the
receiver and the sender lying,both the simulation model and the
experimental model are studied,they are again classified on their
deviation in to higher estimate and lower estimate.Transmission
evidence is calculated accordingly.

7. Conclusion:
In this model we use both the experimental setup and analytical
setup.We use the analytical model in our forensic analysis.We then
observe and analyse using elaborate calculations both theoretically
and experimentally ,then based on it we determine if the packet
discard behaviour by the sender and the receiver is due to he
malicious intent ,here the probability is determined with high
accuracy.
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